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ID CHAIR CONCEPT
Developed by Vitra in Switzerland

Design: Antonio Citterio, 2010/2016
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A universe of identities

Modern knowledge workers desire a high degree of per-
sonal autonomy in office environments, and they value 
the task chair above all other furnishings. The ID Chair 
Concept enables companies to take the specific needs 
of diverse users and groups into account by providing 
‘different’ ID Chairs – thus enabling an individualised 
workspace. 

At the same time, the ID Chair Concept lends a distinctive 
identity to both the company and its office interiors. The 
modular system offers seating options for project teams or 
entire departments that fulfil a wide range of functional 
demands, while its harmonious aesthetic conveys a unified 
corporate image.

ID Chair Concept

The ID Chair Concept makes it possible to configure an 
almost endless number of individual chairs based on the 
same system. Different variations of the FlowMotion 
synchronised mechanism, a selection of backrests, seats, 
armrests and bases, along with a broad array of fabric 
colours and accessories, give the customer great freedom 
in choosing the perfect office chair for virtually any area 
or type of use.

A study conducted by the Institute for Biomechanics at ETH 
Zurich confirmed that intuitive use of the ID Chair’s range 

of movement activates core muscles in the abdomen and 
back. This boosts the metabolism and stabilises the spinal 
column. By promoting dynamic sitting habits, the ID Chair 
plays an active role in preventing health problems.

A careful selection of sustainable materials and expert 
production methods are essential aspects of the design 
process at Vitra, along with easy maintenance and 
servicing. 
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